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education.
08/2017 - Present

Umeå institute of design,
BFA. industrial design

08/2014 - 12/2014

Litorina folkhögskola,
båtbyggarlinjen.

experience.
10/2019 - Present

Part time designer,
Random Bastards, Umeå

01/2019 - 04/2019

Product design intern,
No picnic, Stockholm

06/2018 - 08/2018

Uminova summer expression,
2018 summer internship

06/2013 - Present

Add more colours,
muralist

intro.

toolbox.

WHO?

My passion for design and my artistic flare sprung from within the spray can art and from there I bloomed into
a chamfer-loving, sneaker-craving design nerd. Nowadays you will most likely find me sketching in whatever
medium found in front of me.
Welcome to my portfolio, created with care.
-Marian Dembkiewicz

Digital

Analog

Photoshop
Illustrator
Indesign
Solidworks
Rhino
Zbrush
Keyshot
Final cut pro

Freehand sketching
Rendering
Model making
Wood/foam work
Sewing
Spraypaint
Clay

lingo.
Swedish
English
Russian
Danish

Native language
Professional level
All forms but written
Suitable for work

contact.
Mariandembkiewicz@gmail.com
+46 738 33 27 06
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01. asko CARE.

marian doe

Five weeks project with collaboration partner ASKO.

02. carseat_VW_GTI.psd

Five days sketch and photoshop course.

03. slungan.
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portfolio
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Seven weeks intership product.

04. bwl shoe.

Two week after school project.

05. monitori.

06.

Hot team, group project in collaboration with Region Västerbotten.

06. covestro HALO.

Five week project with collaboration partner Covestro.

07. misc, selected works.

Free time projects and sketches.

07.
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01.

five weeks.

asko CARE.
SHORT BRIEF. This project was

marian doe

//

carried out as the end term
project for the second year of my
bachelors degree in collaboration
with Asko.
The project was focused around
the care of garments either pre,
during or after washing with
the target user being women at
the age of 25-75 living in urban
environments.
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project brief
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asko

4

IN COLLABORATION WITH.

4

contents

.

asko

“How can aftercare and the refreshment of dried
garments be done in a better, more efficient way?”
problem definition.

ASKO research

			interview quotes.

MINIMIZING OVER WASHING/
SAVING WATER.

“I don’t wash that often due to living alone and I seldom use softener, but
I like the fresh and soft feeling. I usually wait until the washing machine
is filled since this cuts down the costs a lot.”

REDUCING STRESS/
IMPROVING EXPERIENCE.

“My after wash routine is to put the clothes out on the table in the living
room, put on a movie and then I begin to iron. I find ironing and aftercare
to be very tedious and boring and I would love not to do it.”

STAIN REMOVAL/
QUICK REFRESHMENT.

“I don’t follow the recommendations, except when washing new clothes,
sometimes this leads to a mess when I accidentally put in coloured
clothes with whites.”
uminova expression
research
/ interviews
. yalta
. asko

5

WASHING IS BORING/
AFTERCARE IS TEDIOUS.
5

key insights

.

asko

Open discussion about laundry & aftercare with the
specified target group, women between ages 25-75.
Barbro, target user.

interview with target group

.

asko

6

6

research

/

interviews

.

asko

SKETCHING.

moodboard.

calm.
gentle.
easy.

ideation.

KEYWORDS. The form ideation of this product was focused around

experimenting with a set of keywords together with a moodboard that I
believed would match the current look of products produced by Asko. The
ideation also focused around testing out different kind of shapes and forms
that could be considered unconventional for use within garment care to see if
the functions would benefit from such a change in form language. The three
sketches within the orange circle was the key concept sketches.

ideation sketching

.

asko

7

7

three concepts

.

asko

stressed.

scenarios.

problem solving.

chill.
scenarios

.

asko

8

8

scenarios

.

asko

technical sketches

concept 01.
concept 02.
concept 03.

concept evaluation with ASKO.

three concepts narrowed down to one.

CONCEPTUAL. Around three weeks into the project we gave a concept presentation for the

collaboration partner, Asko. The technical illustrations above show concept one to three from left to
right. During the discussion many good points were brought up from the collaborating side and this
lead to the three concepts being mixed into one. The form and the idea from concept one, the base
and its functions from concept two and the sonar ultrasound techniques from concept three.

concept evaluation

.

asko

9

9

three concepts

.

asko

90 cm

asko TBASE.
BASE STATION. The asko TBASE

is the base structure in the
asko T-CARE product. The
base functions as a water tank,
charger and an adjustable
functional clothes rack for
steaming one garment at a time.

60 cm

final concept

//

base

.

asko

10

The display on top also provides
the user with possibility of
choosing a proper programme
for the garment of choice.

10

13 cm

9 cm

21 cm

asko CARE.
STEAMER. The asko CARE is the
actual handheld steaming unit
in the asko T-CARE product.
The device is fitted with the
possibility to either remove
stains with ultrasonic-stain
removal technology or be used
as a traditional steamer.

The product is also equipped
with a screen with the possibility
to guide you through a chosen
programme. Since it is portable
it can be used on the go without
the base.

uminova expression

.

yalta

11

11

final concept

//

steamer

.

asko

asko T-CARE

MARKETING VISION. The picture to the left is showing my idea for how the asko

T-CARE product would be shown in a market context. The graphical work
and the way the product is being shown is thought to speak to the target group
of young people who just about moved out and still care for garments.

asko T-CARE
IN COLLABORATION WITH.

final concept asko t-care

.

asko

12

12

final concept asko t-care

.

asko
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02.

one week.

carseat_VW_GTI.psd
SHORT BRIEF. This project

marian doe

//

showcases the result of a 5 day
experimental photoshop course
carried out in the third year of
the bachelors programme.

contents.

		

INTRODUCTION. P.00
IDEATION SKETCHING. P.01
FINAL RENDERING. P.02

02.
project brief

.

carseat_vw_gti.psd

13

13

project brief

.

carseat_vw_gti.psd

moodboard.

speed.
modern.
racing.

learning.

PHOTOSHOP EXPLORATION. Since the project mainly

focused around exploring methods and functions
within photoshop the attention to functionality
was put in second in relation to form. So instead
of function oriented design I sketched car seats
freely using different methods until I found my
key form, which would be the base for rendering.

ideation

.

carseat_vw_gti.psd

14

14

photoshop exploration

.

carseat_vw_gti.psd

final rendering

.

carseat_vw_gti.psd

15

15

photoshop

.

carseat_vw_gti.psd

selected works, project

03.

seven weeks.

slungan.
SHORT BRIEF. During the summer

marian doe

//

of 2018 I took part in a project
where the goal was to go from
an idea to finished product in 7
weeks. The end result was then
exhibited at Formex and sold at
the Designtorget flagship store in
Stockholm.
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P.01 PROJECT BREAKDOWN.
PERSONA .
P.02 IDEATION SKETCHING.
P.03 MODEL MAKING.
P.04 FULL RECAP.
P.05 FINAL PICTURE.
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project brief

.

slungan.

16

16

contents

.

slungan.

PERSONA

“How can we improve the fit of cross body bags?”
			project idea.

PERSONA.

Seeing how technical fabrics
and futuristic looks has taken the fashion
industry by storm the actual target group
for this new-age fashion statement can be
pin-pointed rather easily. Slungan focuses
towards the urban sneakerhead or the
hypebeast (’sni:káhed or ‘hypié:beast).
Ever since the fanny pack made its biggest
comeback in years, the sneakerhead-culture
was amongst the first to adapt this trendy
cross body bag back into their wardrobe
(and hearts).
The specified target group is also often seen
paying close attention to detail whether the
subject is materials or stitching which makes
evaluation of the product easy once it hits
the market.

persona

.

slungan.

17

technical.
function.
trendy.

17

project breakdown

.

slungan.

SKETCH														 ING.
exploring.
IDEATION. The initial ideation of the project
was mainly focused around the problem
definition or project idea “How can we
improve the fit of cross body bags?”.

The idea was to ideate functions and
function areas that would benefit the user
or improve the fit of the cross body bag.
There was also sketching related to what the
end result would look like aesthetically.

sketching

.

slungan.

18

18

ideation

.

slungan.

“Prototyping and adjusting the pattern while
working is the way to go, study shows!”

PROTOTYPING. A big part of the process in this

project was working with the construction
of the pattern and looking at the end result
with physical prototypes.
The illustrations to the left showcase the
process of how the pattern changed during
the course of two weeks and below are the
actual sewn prototypes ranging from first to
last.

PROTOTYPES v. 01-07.

model making

.

slungan.

19

19

proof of concept

.

slungan.

START TO FINISH. The pictures to

the right show the whole process
from the start of ideation, to
production, to product launch
and lastly the final exhibitions of
the project at Formex.

ideation

production

full recap.

launch

exhibition.
uminova expression

.

slungan

20

20

uminova expression

.

slungan

slungan.

slungan.

final product

.

slungan.

21

21

designtorget

.

slungan.

selected works, project

04.

two weeks.

bwl shoe.

SHORT BRIEF. As part of a 2 week

marian doe

//

long advanced course in rhino
and keyshot I worked with the
idea of adapting the style of
the street wear brand “Golf le
Fleur” but then use their style
in a completely new context,
Bowling.

contents.

P.00 INTRODUCTION.
P.01 PROJECT BREAKDOWN.
PERSONA .
P.02 IDEATION SKETCHING.
P.03 CONCEPT OVERVIEW.
P.04 COLOURING.
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22

project brief

.

bwl shoe

PERSONA

“What if brand GOLF LE FLEUR took a classic
silhouette and turned it into a bowling sneaker?”
			project idea.

PERSONA. This project is targeting

the fashion-forward youth. When
conducting a market research for
“Golf le Fleur” I found that the
focused target group is rather
young, but interested in high fashion
streetwear, often towards modern
trends such as vintage appearel looks.

persona

.

bwl shoe

23

GOLF
GOLF
GOLF
GOLF

LE
LE
LE
LE

FLEUR,
FLEUR,
FLEUR,
FLEUR,

23

BOWL.
BOWL.
BOWL.
BOWL.

why?

.

bwl shoe

moodboard.

SKETCH															ING.
oldschool.
sporty.
traditional.

ideation.

CONCEPTUAL. The point of this sketch ideation was to combine the

adaptation of the brand “Golf Le Fleur” together with functions that
would benefit the user when bowling. This of course while still looking
like a piece of clothing that would be seen in a street wear context. In
the illustration to the left certain functions and design elements have
been marked out to show what lead me to get the final key sketch.

sketch ideation

.

bwl shoe

24

24

ideation

.

bwl shoe

silhouette.

FUNCTION. Together with rough

perspective
								
view.

sketches of different views the shoe
was then 3D modelled using Rhino
CAID. The functionalities was
then reviewed and changed to fit
into context and to look proper in
relation to being a shoe designed for
a “street wear”-persona.

choice of concept

.

bwl

25

25

perspective

.

bwl shoe

C97 M82 Y00 K00
C24 M100 Y100 K25
C30 M27 Y89 K10
C31 M20 Y20 K02
C91 M79 Y62 K97

colours.

inner side

//

top view

.

bwl shoe

26

26

sole

//

outside

.

bwl shoe

MATERIAL & CONSTRUCTION.
STITCHES, COTTON.
HEEL SUPPORT, LEATHER.

UPPER SOLE, RUBBER.

LACES, NYLON WEBBING.

MIDSOLE, RUBBER.
C. PATTERN, LEATHER & TEXTILE.

INNER STRUCTURE, COTTON.

TOE COVER, TEMPERED PLU.
LINING, PREMIUM COTTON.
MID SOLE, TEMPERED PLU.

INNER LINING, COTTON.
LACE KEEPER LINING, COTTON.

exploded views.
FULL SHOE. The illustration to the left

UPPER SOLE, RUBBER

STITCHES SOLE, NYLON.

TOE COVER, TEMPERED PLU.
MIDSOLE, TEMPERED PLU.
OUTSOLE, PLU W. BEAT LEATHER.

showcases an exploded view off the full
shoe focusing on the construction as
well as the materials within the shoe. The
render also shows colour placement.

OUTSOLE, PLU W. BEAT LEATHER.
LOGO SOLE, SILICONE.

SOLE. The rendered illustration to the

right shows a detailed exploded view of
the sole with the focus on construction
as well as materials. It also shows the
bowling focused function of using a
leather covered outsole for better glide on
the bowling alley.

LOGO SOLE, SILICONE.

exploded view

.

bwl shoe

27

27

sole exploration

.

bwl shoe

bwl shoe.

GOLF LE FLEUR, BOWL.
GOLF LE FLEUR, BOWL.

final concept

.

bwl shoe

28

28

golf le fleur

.

bwl shoe

marian doe

//
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monitori.

SHORT BRIEF. Monitori was the

HOT-TEAM GROUP PROJECT WITH.

LOTTA

project brief

.

region västerbotten

ROBIN

DANIEL

29

PHILIP

MARIAN

end result of a 5 week long
group project in collaboration
with Region Västerbotten. The
project itself focused on the
monitoring of patients in short
term housings.

05.

IN COLLABORATION WITH.

29

contents

.

region västerbotten

target user.

monitori research

			summary.

investigating.
PROBLEM OPPORTUNITIES. The biggest part of the project research focused

around finding clear problems within the workplace for the target group, the
personnel. These problems would then be turned into design opportunities
from a very user centered perspective. This was mainly done through
interviews and a large survey targeted towards personnel and patients.
The project also included a secondary user, the patient that would be
monitored on and this user would also be need to be taken into consideration.
Aside from this the research touched upon current medical tech products,
upcoming tech and UX systems that could be implemented into the concept.

persona

.

region västerbotten

30

11 INTERVIEWS IN TOTAL.
9 NURSES
2 DOCTORS

ONLINE SURVEY
112 ANSWERS
27 DOCTORS/NURSES
85 PATIENTS/STUDENTS

TECH PRODUCTS
22 MEDICAL TECH PRODUCTS
10 UPCOMING TECH

MIND MAP INTERVIEW.
NURSE INTERVIEWED
ABOUT A FULL WORK DAY

ARTICLES & STUDIES
77 ARTICLES/STUDIES
REGARDING HEALTHCARE

SYSTEMS, INTERFACE & UX
10 HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS
AND INTERFACES
30

research areas

.

region västerbotten

problem opportunities.

turned into a problem definition.

COMMUNICATION
Hard to get in touch with
specialists.
A lot of information is at risk of
being lost due to oral or hand
written exchange.
Contacting doctor to get missed
information from same doctor.
Information at risk of being
lost due to being exchanged in
stressed situations.

ADAPTATION
Not a new standard
Generational difference
Fear of changing habits
Fear of losing patient
contact.
Fear of losing jobs.
Intrusion of patient privacy.

PHYSICAL PRESENCE
Difficulty to monitor and gather
information at a distance.
Loss of doctor to patient contact
(human contact).
Repeating information to
physicians.
The doctor seldom knows the
patient.

SOFTWARES
Compatibility
Different working routines
depending on private/ municipal/
primary care facilities.
New staff with experience in
different systems.

“How can we simplify the day to day work flow of health
care personnel and at the same time monitor a patient
in a non intrusive way?”
problem definition.

problem opportunities

.

region västerbotten
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31

problem definition

.

region västerbotten

Reviewing the problem opportunities and design
possibilities with previously interviewed target users.
target users.

problem opportunities

.

region västerbotten

32

32

review with target user

.

region västerbotten

scenarios and		
touch points. A.

C.
scenarios

.

region västerbotten

B.

NON-INTRUSIVE SURVEILLANCE A.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. B.
EASY GATHERING OF INFORMATION. C.
IMPROVED COMMUNICATION. D.

D.
33

33

scenarios

.

region västerbotten

ideation phase.

post-its, group sketching and sorting.

IDEATION. This phase of the project consisted mainly of group ideation exercises such as post-it

ideation of everything from key words to functions and form. We also sketched out ideas, functions
and shapes on sheets of brown paper and after every session took turns explaining and discussing
what had been drawn out. Since we had a very broad expertise range within the group the results
turned out very successful and it was easy to meet the set up design opportunities and the problem
formulation.

ideation

.

region västerbotten
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ideation

.

region västerbotten

safe.
gentle.
modern.

SKETCHING.
moodboard.

ideating, form.
FUNCTION. In this project form was secondary to actual function of the

product, this phase was therefore conducted in quick stages. The first stage
was that the group set up a list of key words that the shape should follow, these
were discussed through and then matched with a moodboard. From there
shape ideation started with the main goal of fitting every technical component
needed for the concept to work.

sketching

.

region västerbotten
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form ideation

.

region västerbotten

key sketches

monitori concept.

CONCEPTUAL. The key sketches was then refined with more

details and different perspective views for easier caid modelling
purposes. The whole form process was done in collaboration with
Daniel Wikström in the form of both of us sketching and testing
out different forms and details, discussing the results and then
presenting the renderings to our group.

PRODUCT DESIGN PHASE WAS DONE IN
COLLABORATION WITH DANIEL.

key sketches

.

region västerbotten
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monitori concept

.

region västerbotten

monitori base.

monitoring station.
ON/OFF BUTTON
FRONT CAMERA

FRAME WITH SPEAKER AND MICROPHONE

BACK VENTILATION

BASE STATION. The main function

of the base is to monitor the
patient from a close to bed
location with a rotatable base
and a wide lens camera. It also
features an A.I with a friendly
interface for a non-intrusive
monitoring experience.
Aside from this the big screen
can be used to show data
directly from the scanning
device, or to have a video call
with an extramural doctor.
final concept

//

monitori base

37

WIRELESS CHARGING FOR SCANNER
ADJUSTABLE BASE

37

final concept

.

region västerbotten

monitori x24.
handheld scanner.

LEAD ELECTRODES FOR ECG SCAN

CONVEX AND LINEAR ULTRASOUND

ELECTRODE

STAINLESS STEEL
RUBBER SEAL

DISPLAY
CIRCUIT BOARD DISPLAY
SPECTROMETER
DISPLAY WITH SMART INTERFACE
ELECTRODEPLASTIC SHELL

16 SENSORS AND FLUID RESERVOIRS

MEMORY

HANDHELD SCANNER. Monitori

x24 is the heart of the product.
It serves as an on set scanner
for the nurse to collect the
necessary data from patients.

CIRCUIT BOARD

The way the collection is set up
makes the process easy with
close to no experience and
therefore provides the correct
data for the doctors no matter
where they are stationed at the
time.

INDUCTIVE CHARGING

The interface also offers direct
contact with doctors, help from
A.I and an emergency button.

BATTERY
CONVEX AND LINEAR ULTRASOUND

PLASTIC SHELL

AMPLIFIER
MICROSENSORS/RESERVOIRS
STAINLESS STEEL
PROTECTIVE LID

final concept

//

monitori x24

38
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final concept

.

region västerbotten

monitori.

money-shot

.

region västerbotten

monitori.

IN COLLABORATION WITH.
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five weeks.

covestro HALO.
06.

SHORT BRIEF. This project was

selected works, project

carried out as the last project
before the bachelors thesis and
lasted for a total of seven weeks,
where the first three weeks of the
project focused on the creation
of a design manual.

marian doe

//

The latter five weeks was then
spent applying said design
manual on a product, in this case
and Electrical Vehicle Charger.

contents.

P.00 INTRODUCTION.
P.01 ANALYSING COVESTRO.
P.02 TARGET USER AND MOODBOARD.
P.03 SKETCH IDEATION.
P.04 COVESTRO HALO.
P.05 CONSTRUCTION AND MATERIALS.
P.06 KEY FUNCTIONS.
P.07 FINAL PICTURE.
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project brief
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covestro
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IN COLLABORATION WITH.

40

contents

.

covestro

analysing covestro.

design manual creation
RESEARCHING. To start the project off we had an introduction to the

company of our collaboration partner, Covestro. The idea was then
to analyse the brand and through given brand values create design
manuals that would be used to create products of any kind (in this
case EVC) that stand for the Covestro brand values. Above is a set
of screenshots from the design manual me and my group members
Mathilda Karlsson and David Sjöberg created together.

analysing

.

covestro

41

41

design manual

.

covestro

moodboard.

illuminating.
futuristic.
welcoming.

target users.

target user

.

covestro

42
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moodboard

.

covestro

FUNCTIONAL FORM. To cover a wide variety of shapes and forms the form
ideation for this project was started with base shapes that followed the
set up key words from the priorly created design manual. These base
shapes would then be fitted with different features in the search for the
final shape.

The final result was found by combining three key features that was
found in the ideation and worked together. This resulted in a shape
that has the possibility to create illuminating experiences, thus creating
a luxurious, elegant and futuristic product.

sketching

.

covestro
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form ideation

.

covestro

60 cm

90 cm

50 cm

30 cm

25 cm

covestro HALO.

FINAL PRODUCT. Covestro HALO is the luxurious

EVC for company fleets and parking lots. The idea
behind the concept is to combine illuminating
experiences with elegant shapes that together
create a luxurious, elegant and a slightly futuristic
result.
The charger itself is thought out to be a 20kWh
AC-charger with a single outlet. The standard
outlet fits the european standard (2020 and
forward) and since every electrical vehicle comes
fitted with a charging cable there is not any need
for a mounted cable on the product.

final product

.

covestro
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visualisation

.

covestro

materials

CONSTRUCTION. Since Covestro is a plastic

manufacturer naturally the product is mainly
plastic based. This means that the majority of
parts is to be injection molded, the product
was created with this in mind thus shaping
the product parts in certain ways (attention to
correct splitlines and release angles).

MATERIALS. The key material for this product is

the polycarbonate based plastic Makrolon. This
materials wide area of use and broad range of
appearences (mainly opacity, translucency and
surface finishes) makes it the perfect material to
work with.

construction

.

covestro
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materials

.

covestro

functions

KEY FUNCTIONS. One of the key feature of the product is the

interactive display showing the different productstages to the
user and surrounding. From left to right the visualisations below
illustrates how the front panel takes on different icons.
The panel pulsates in the first “resting mode” from being off to a
logo showcasing green energy and the possibility to charge your EV.
When a car then parks on the designated parking spot, the logo
switches to the contactless icon indicating that the user needs to
interact with the machine. Lastly arrows start pulsating and the
outlet is precipitated ready for charging.

SECOND KEY FUNCTION. The second key feature is the precipitated charging

outlet. When all is paid for and done in the third stage of the product, the
charging outlet precipitates and becomes visible to the user. Aside from
the guiding pulsating arrows the outlet is also lit up with a LED-stripe
helping the user to find the correct position for the charging cord whilist
creating an illuminating as well as guiding experience.

key functions

.

covestro
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key functions

.

covestro

covestro HALO

uminova expression

.

slungan
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uminova expression
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slungan
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misc.

SHORT BRIEF. I always strive to

marian doe

become better in sketching and
illustrating and my go to object?
Footwear.

contents.

Sneakers offers a wide range of
possibilities when it comes to
experimentation, while being very
strict when it comes to attention
to proportions. The following
pages is dedicated to this.
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P.03 SH01. “DANCERAVERDAANCE.”
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P.07 DUCKS IN HOLLYWOOD, ART.
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selected works
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misc

ACNE studios.
when ACNE studios met Heron Preston.

shoe sketches

.

acne

49
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shoe sketches

.

heron preston

GOLF LE FLEUR*
WOODSTOCK. slip on, high top, low cut.

shoe sketches

.

golf le fleur*
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50

shoe sketches

.

golf le fleur*

SH01. danceraverdaance.
three iterations of a shoe made to dance in.

shoe sketches

.

sh.oone
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51

shoe sketches

.

sh.oone

hjortrongranat.

an ice cool cloudberrygranade and a steaming hot adidas.

shoe sketches

.

hjortrongranat
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52

shoe sketches

.

adidas

adidas Y-3
low top, mid top, high top.

shoe sketches

.

adidas y-3
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shoe sketches

.

adidas y-3

M A R I A N

D E M B K I E W I C Z

L I T E

l i t e concept

D E M B K I E W I C Z

.

D E M B K I E W I C Z

L I T E

M A R I A N

L I T E
twelve hour assignment

M A R I A N

LITE CONCEPT
The LITE concept takes place in major cities of
Europe around 2025-2030. The idea revolves
around cities like London and Amsterdam planning
to ban cars in city centers and thus expanding
their bicycle-infrastructure.
LITE is the lightweight public citybike, owned and
used by inner city delivery companies like UBER
eats. Aside from this, the public can use their app
to hire a nearby LITE-bike.
The construction of the bike itself revolves around
sustainability aswell, where all the materials come
from (rather) environmental-friendly sources.
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Mural with. Chemis.
2019, Chemis & Hetus, Arboga.

chemis

//

hetus

.

arboga
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me in front of the left side of the wall.
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graffiti mural

.

arboga

ducks in hollywood.
digital prinit, “the christmas card from two ducks.”

ducks in haaallywood

.

photoshop
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56

digital drawing

.

photoshop

contact.
mariandembkiewicz@gmail.com
+46-738 33 27 06

2020

